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For your requirement of
DENKA CHLOROPRENE

RUBBER
(from Denki Kagaku Kogyo K.K. Japan)

GRADES
M-30 / M-40 / S-40V / PS-40A,

PM-40NS, DCR-40A, A-30, A-90,
A-100, A-400, DCR-15H, M-130H

& DCR-25
For sales enquiries contact:

SPARTAN AGENCIES
Indenting agents for

Western Region of India only
Tel.: 022 - 2850 5115 / 5730 / 6512

Fax: 022 - 2852 1013
Email: spartanagencies@gmail.com

I R O D U R

E462 Dark Brown
E730N Water Clear

DELHI CHEMICAL
& RUBBER PRODUCTS

Tel.: 011 - 43573990,
8383936459, 9873388884
E-mail: dcrpnd@gmail.com

TPU for Adhesives
Elastollan Bondura
AS626 - AS632 - AS632B

Zinc Oxide Active AZO945 SA45
AZO805 - AZO808

Synthetic Rubbers Rubber Chemicals

POLYISOCYANATE
HARDENERS

info@irtubes.com www.irtubes.com
Contact: 9689927193, 9850630074
E-mail: info@irtubes.com  www.irtubes.com

Aquaspersions has a range of vulcanizing
agents, activators, anti-oxidants and

accelerators for the rubber industry.

60% Sulphur dispersion  50% Zinc Oxide
dispersion  50% Aquanox-L Super f ine
dispersion  50% ZDEC dispersion  50%
ZDBC dispersion  50% ZMBT dispersion 
70% TiO2 dispersion  50% A 601 Composite
dispersion for gloves  50% A 407 Composite
dispersion for rubber bands

Pune, Maharashtra.

Water based chemical dispersions for latex rubber

100% satisfaction guaranteed with
Aquaspersions Dispersions

Phone: 91 22 25092756 Extn. 207  Mob: 9082849756  E-mail: sales@berubber.com, himanshu@berubber.com

Importer & Distributor of
www.berubber.com

Speciality Silicone Rubber

HTV Platinum Curing
HTV Steam Resistance
HTV Electrically Conductive
HTV Ceramified Safety Cable
HTV High Temperature Resistance

HTV Silicone - FKM Bonding
                      Grade
HTV High Fatigue Resistant
HTV Non Toxic Sponge
LSR for Glass Fibre &
       Sleeve Coating
LSR for Air Bag Application

As the global supply chain deals
with the disruptions that the
Covid-19 outbreak has caused,
Indian tyre industry has the
potential to lead in manufacturing on a
global level.

The Automotive Tyre Manufacturers
Association (ATMA) has urged the
Centre to come out with a policy to
addresses the genuine needs of the tyre
industry with utmost urgency so that it
would lead to significant increase in
exports from India.

Amid the new geo-political warfare,
China is fast losing currency as the
factory of the world. Led by nations such
as the U.S. and Japan, the world is
keenly looking for alternatives to China,

for sourcing a host of products. This
could be India’s moment to seize the
opportunity, as it had the potential to
lead the march of manufacturing sector
globally in the new world order. Today,
India has some of the finest radial tyre

manufacturing facilities in the
world and the products are world
class, as is evident from the rising
demand of Indian tyres worldwide.

As the Indian tyre industry has built
unique brand equity for itself, it’s time
the industry is encouraged with policy
support, said K.M. Mammen, chairman
and managing director of MRF Ltd. and
also chairman of ATMA.

In this regard, ATMA urged the Centre
to address two issues on urgent basis,
imposing curbs on indiscriminate import
of tyres into India and making available
natural rubber at internationally
competitive prices, through reduced
duties.

If policy enablers are in place, the tyre
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industry has the potential to see a
significant increase in exports from India.
Indian manufactured tyres are being
exported to over 100 countries in the
world, including the most discerning

regions such as US and European
countries. With a strong Make in India
spirit, not only has domestic tyre industry
worked for a self-reliant India, with all the
tyres being manufactured indigenously,

but the industry has emerged as a major
exporter too. Currently exports of tyres
from India are in the range of over
`.12,000 crore per annum, which is nearly
one-fifth of tyre industry revenues.   

Global natural rubber consumption is
seen lower due to a shutdown of most
industrial activity across the world due
to containment measures to curb the
spread of Coronavirus. Rubber prices,
which have fallen 10% over a month, may
crash by another 8-10% in the coming
three-four weeks as demand is seen
flattened due to the extended lockdown
on account of Covid-19 pandemic.

While inclusion of Kannur and Kottayam
among red zones due to positive
coronavirus cases has also been a
dampener for the natural rubber market
and this would bring market activity to a
standstill in the near term. Further
extension of the lockdown is negative
for natural rubber market, which is
already hit by recession in the auto
sector.

The automobile production has been
severely hit by the lockdown, due to
which demand for tyres is almost nil.
Tyre production has continued, although
at a minimum capacity of 20-25%, and
there has been no offtake. This has led
to large quantities stockpiled at factory
premises and tyre manufacturers are
now facing difficulties with storage space.
Inventories with tyre manufacturers has
piled up, as stock lifting from factories
and transporting it to auto manufacturers
has stopped.

Natural rubber demand from tyre
manufacturers has vanished during the
lockdown as manufacturing activity is at
a standstill. Today, the most-active May
contract of rubber on the Indian
Commodity Exchange (ICEX) was at
`.113.25 per kg. Prices have declined
and in the next two to three weeks, the

contract is seen trading in the range of
`.112-118 per kg. While trade in key
markets of Kerala has been hit as the
nationwide lockdown has been extended
till 17th May 2020 due to a spike in

coronavirus cases. The ICEX rubber
futures regained strength, contracts
were up on fresh buying as the restart
of some auto units and tyre companies
raised hopes of a revival in demand.

Rubber price may fall more as lockdown hits demandRubber price may fall more as lockdown hits demand
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Although restrictions on harvesting are
lifted, tapping has not come back to
normal in Kerala due to various reasons
which include unattractive prices, lack
buying interest from local traders, and
dislocation of migrant tappers. The loss
in production arising from the lockdown
is preliminarily estimated at 50,000
tonnes. Hence the production outlook
for 2020 is scaled down to 730,000
tonnes, showing 4% increase from the
previous year. The production outlook
for 2020, as reported a month ago, was
780,000 tonnes.

According to Rubber Board, during April
2019-February 2020 period, India’s
natural rubber production was up 10%
on year at 680,000 tonnes, while
consumption was down 5% at 1.56
million tonnes and as of February,

estimated stocks of rubber were at
280,000 tonnes, up 20-25% from the
previous month.

Restarting of Apollo Tyres’ Perambra unit
and permission to reopen units to
manufacture hand gloves, spurred
optimism over rubber contracts on
domestic bourse. However, continued
demand destruction due to prolonged
shutdowns across economies has now
dampened the outlook for rubber prices.
There is no sign of recovery as near-term
demand outlook remains grim due to
lockdown, which may get extended in
some states amid rising spread of Covid-
19 infections.

Global natural rubber consumption is
estimated to have fallen by 19.6% on
year in January-March 2020,
according to Association of Natural
Rubber Producing Countries. A fall in
benchmark rubber contracts on the
Tokyo Commodity Exchange (Tocom)
is also seen weighing on rubber
contracts on the domestic bourse. On
Tocom, rubber contracts are likely to
remain under pressure as the covid-
19 pandemic has led to concerns over
demand for the commodity.

A likely fall in crude oil contracts on New
York Mercantile Exchange is also seen

3NATIONAL - Update 4 UNATIONAL - Update 4 U
weighing on rubber contracts. Prices of
natural rubber take cues from those of
crude oil as the latter is used to make
synthetic rubber. As synthetic rubber is a
major substitute of natural rubber and in
India, manufacturer’s use 60% of natural
rubber and 40% of synthetic rubber in tyre
manufacturing and the worry is that usage
ratio situation might change after the
lockdown, as prices of synthetic rubber
is lower than natural rubber. Crude oil
prices are likely to remain under
pressure as traders ran out of space to
store excess oil in the market. Global
demand for oil has fallen nearly 30% due
to the pandemic, and rekindling of the
conflict between the US and China is
seen dragging prices lower.             
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PSBs sanctioned
`.5.66 lakh crore loan
The Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman
said public sector banks have sanctioned
loans wor th  ` .5 .66 lakh crore  dur ing
March-April 2020 and the disbursement will
start soon after the lockdown is lifted, leading
to economic recovery.

PSBs sanctioned loans for more than 41.81 lakh
accounts and these borrowers are from MSME,
retail, agriculture and corporate sectors, waiting
for disbursal soon after lockdown lifts.

Sitharaman also said public sector banks
sanctioned loans worth ` .77,383 crore
between 1st March and 4th May to provide
sustained credit flow to NBFCs and housing
finance companies. Besides, under the
Targeted Long Term Repo Operat ions,
total f inancing of `.1.08 lakh crore was
extended ensuring business stability and
continuity going forward. For MSMEs and
others, pre-approved emergency credit
l ines and working capital enhancements
are being priorit ised by PSBs. More than
27 lakh customers contacted from 20th
March and 2.37 lakh cases sanctioned
loans worth ` .26,500 crore.                   

On 14th May 2020
- At 18:21 pm CST

WTI CrWTI CrWTI CrWTI CrWTI Crude Oilude Oilude Oilude Oilude Oil

US$27.34

15 Apr                                                14 May

Prices
(June Contract)
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Trade Date: 14th May 2020
(Prices in `. / kg)India

Month Open High Low Close
May 2020 0.00 0.00 0.00 113.25
June 2020 113.30 114.25 112.75 113.04
July 2020 0.00 0.00 0.00 113.50
August 2020 0.00 0.00 0.00 114.63
September 2020 0.00 0.00 0.00 115.80
October 2020 0.00 0.00 0.00 116.95

Click: www.rubber4u.com
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The countrywide lockdown aimed at curbing
the spread of covid-19 has led to a sudden
ha l t  i n  bus iness  ac t i v i t y  w i t h  bo th
manufacturing and services. This is likely to
hit the government’s revenue collections at
a time when demand for resources to fight
the pandemic is rising. 

The Union government raised its gross
borrowing programme for this fiscal from the
budgeted .̀7.8 trillion to `.12 trillion, signalling
a major slippage in fiscal deficit amid rising
pressures on both revenue and expenditure
because of the covid-19 pandemic. The
upward revision in the borrowings programme
was inevitable given the estimated extent of
revenue loss because of the lockdown. The
increase in the gross borrowing programme
could push up fiscal deficit to 5.5% of GDP in
2020-21 from the budgeted 3.5% of GDP.

Industrialists, CEOs and bankers, who were
all of the view that meaningfully restarting the
economy, helping low-income earners, and
putting confidence back in doing business
should be top priorities now. It is important
that the economy should not be allowed to
worsen further. Only 6% of India’s population
is over 60 years old, against 16% in US,
19% in UK and 23% in Italy.

The Indian Ministry of Health and Family
Welfare (MoHFW) has classified districts into
red, orange, and green zones, based on
multiple criteria. Government relaxed restrictions
on the production, sale and transport of goods

in districts identified as green and orange
zones. However, virus hot spots designated as
red zones remain under strict curbs on any
activity deemed non-essential. Since 53% of
economic output comes from these densely
packed clusters. The 130 districts classified as
red zone districts are some of the most
urbanised and industrialised parts of the
country. They account for some 41% of national
economic activity, 38% of industrial output, 40%
of nonfarm employment, and more than half of
India’s consuming-class households. The first
category generates 43% of GDP and the
second category generates 38%. These kinds
of restrictions cannot last for very long.

If loosening leads to new infections in green
zones, they could slip into orange. Community
outbreaks can quickly turn orange districts into
red. Then what will India’s $2.7 trillion economy
has so far had to satisfy itself with a token $22.6
billion stimulus package when it requires at least
5% of GDP (or $135 billion). Time is running
out. Any package of spending and loan
guarantees the government announces will have
to be tweaked and fine-tuned to actually work,
but red zones can’t stay frozen for even another
month. The government must now be as bold in
re-opening, supporting and reforming the
economy as it was in closing it down.

Sectors greenlighted for reopening include
manufacturing, especially facilities located in
Special Economic Zones and Export Oriented
Units, tea, coffee and rubber plantations, oil
and gas production, and construction.

The Ministry of micro, small and medium
enterprises (MSMEs) has been unable to restart
operations because local administrations and
factory inspectors haven’t allowed them to in some
cases, apart from disruptions in raw material
supply chains and lack of workers. Those who
are looking to start operations are finding it hard to
get workers located in red zones, for instance.
These ongoing restrictions by local administrations
on businesses and industry are delaying restart
of the economy and hurting it. Without functioning
of complete supply chains some or the other sector
will continue to face issues.

Exit plan allows as much economic
activity as possible

Exit plan allows as much economic
activity as possible
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Bigger problem now is convincing workers to
return to their jobs after millions of Indians fled
cities for their rural homes when Prime Minister
Narendra Modi  imposed a nat ionwide
lockdown at the end of March and on the other
hand sales orders have also dried up. The
biggest uncertainty is how to bring the
workforce back and it will take at least a year
for the business to come back on track.  On
top of that labour shortages and slack demand,
businesses are living with the threat they’ll be
shut down for several weeks if a single infection
is detected, forcing them to proceed with
caution. Even if one starts factory now, there
is a possibility of not get raw material. If one
has raw material, labour shortage problem will
be there, and if one have raw material, labour,
but don’t have orders. Supply chain has totally
broken down.

To help the MSMEs, the government is said
to be working on providing a guarantee for
additional funding of 20% of the credit limit
of medium and small entities. This may
involve the government guaranteeing over
`.3 lakh crore loans.

On 12th May, Prime Minister Narendra Modi
unveiled the economic package of `. 20 lakh
crore, equivalent to 10% of India’s GDP to
ensure India’s journey towards development.
Earlier in April, the central government had
allotted `.17,287 crore to states to enhance
their financial resources during the Covid-19
crisis. Of this, ̀ .11,092 crore was for all states
as an advance payment of the Centre’s share
of the first instalment of State Disaster Risk
Management Fund (SDRMF) for setting up
quarantine facilities and arranging other fa-
cilities for checking the spread of coronavirus.
The government on 11th May 2020 re-
leased `.6,195.08 crore on account of ‘rev-
enue deficit grant’ under 15th Finance Com-
mission recommendations to 14 states. 

There  i s  g loba l  recogn i t ion  fo r  Ind ia ’s
success  in  hand l ing  the  pandemic  and
Gov t  o f  Ind ia  apprec ia tes  the  e f fo r t s
made  by  a l l  s ta te  governments  in  th i s
rega rd .  S low ly  bu t  su re l y,  economic
act iv i t ies have begun to p ick up in sev-
e ra l  pa r t s  o f  t he  coun t r y.  I n  coming
days ,  th i s  p rocess  w i l l  f u r the r  ga the r
s team.  Government  wan ts  to  ach ieve
t h e  t w i n  o b j e c t i v e s  o f  r e d u c i n g  t h e
t ransmiss ion  ra te  and  inc reas ing  a l l
pub l i c  ac t i v i t y  g radua l l y  wh i le  adher -
ing to  a l l  gu ide l ines.

India may draw up a negative list of activities
that are prohibited in order to help ease the
country out of the lockdown. The strategy is
aimed at opening up a bigger share of the
economy and preventing the kind of confusion.
The idea is to allow as much economic activity
as possible with stringent sanitisation and
distancing norms. A final call on the proposal will
be taken close to 15th May, two days before the
lockdown is scheduled to end. After reopening,
some countries have needed to resume
lockdowns in response to rising infection rates
and India may be no exception.                  

RubberRubberRubberRubberRubber44444UUUUU
is not just conveying latest

updates as it is today, but it is
setting a trend for industry
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Rubber farmers
in crisis during
lockdown
Anticipating a depressed market in the
post-Covid days, growers fear further
drop in domestic prices due to weak
demand from tyre makers and
increased imports at lower cost post
Covid. The Covid-19 pandemic seems
to have instilled fear among growers
over the possibility of a price drop due
to increased supply from other
producing countries. If immediate
protective measures are not taken,
rubber cultivation may turn to be
unsustainable and unviable. Any
disruptions in the supply chain like the
one happening at present make the
domestic consuming industry to entirely
depend on imports, which would be
detrimental to national interest.

According to George Valy, president,
Kottayam Rubber Dealers Association,
almost all the tyre manufacturing units
have enough stock not only of rubber
but also of other raw mater ials
required for production. This would
lead to a possible delay in starting
domestic procurement even after the
lockdown ends.

Natural rubber sector is not expecting
any immediate jump in tyre production
because of lower demand in the auto
sector. Extension of lockdown is
negative for the natural rubber market,
which is already hit by the recession in
the auto sector due to lockdown.

The rubber farmers who stocked rubber
sheets with an expectation of price hike
and the merchants who could not sell
the available stock due to lockdown are
facing a tough time. The farmers were
selling rubber for ̀ .100-110 per kg finding
no other means to survive.              

Rubber contracts on the Indian Commodity
Exchange ended lower as trade in the key
spot markets of Kerala has been affected
following the extension of the nationwide
lockdown till 17th May 2020. However, a rise
in benchmark rubber contracts on the Tokyo
Commodity Exchange prevented a sharp fall
on the domestic bourse.

The most active May contract of rubber on
ICEX was at `.113.25 per kg. Tepid demand
from tyre makers and rising inventory is also
seen keeping rubber prices depressed
despite a sl ight recovery in the global
markets. On TOCOM, October natural rubber
contract closed at ¥151.1 per kg. The price
of the RSS-3 variety in Thailand closed at
`.104.66 per kg, while Malaysian SMR-20
variety closed at `.82.43 per kg.

As demand for tyres has almost vanished
amid the lockdown, inventory with tyre
manufacturers has risen as transporting the
stock to auto makers has come to a standstill
since the shut down began. Since then, tyre
production continued, but with a minimum
capacity of 20-25%, there has been no
offtake. Therefore, the entire quantity of
product ion is stockpi led at the factory
premises. In fact, tyre manufacturers are
facing difficulties with storage space.

Global natural rubber consumption is also
seen lower due to a shutdown of most
industrial activities across the world, including
China and Ind ia ,  due to  conta inment
measures to curb the spread of coronavirus,
the Association of Natural Rubber Producing
Countries said in a release.                      

The Rubber Board has exhorted the tyre
industry to source natural rubber from
the domestic market and restrict imports
to the bare minimum. Highlighting the
difficulties faced by rubber farmers due
to sustained low prices, the Board said
that any additional imports beyond what
is required to meet export-import
obligations could lead to a sharp fall in
domestic rubber prices and drive them
into poverty.

The Board’s move comes at a time when
the tyre industry is suggesting duty-free
import of natural rubber to bridge the gap
between domestic production and
consumption.

KN Raghavan, executive director of
Rubber Board, said the domestic rubber
sector can reverse the trend of falling
production during 2019-20 by producing
7,15,000 tonnes, meeting almost 62%
of the total annual consumption. We
were looking at taking production
towards 8 lakh tonnes when the
lockdown took place. However, we have
a capacity to produce more than 1 million
tonnes of natural rubber annually.

The production and consumption of rubber
in 2020-21 are projected provisionally at
710,000 tonnes and 900,000 tonnes,
respectively, with a gap of 190,000 tonnes.
The opening stock of rubber in 2020-21
is higher, at 334,006 tonnes, and the
eligibility for duty-free import under the
Advance Authorisation Scheme is around
150,000 tonnes. Thus, there will not be
any need for duty-paid import of rubber in
2020-21, said Raghavan.

It would be grossly unfair to seek the
protection of non-tariff barrier for the final
product manufactured by the industry,
while asking for duty-free import of a raw
material which is produced by small and
marginal farmers. Since rubber farmers
are among those who provide
employment, any step that affects their
livelihoods should be opposed, said
Raghavan.

The industry is presently permitted to
source natural rubber without payment of
duty for meeting its export commitments.
The duty-free import in 2018-19 and 2019-
20 amounted to 173,175 and 139,446
tonnes, respectively.                        

Source raw material from domestic marketSource raw material from domestic market

Fundamentals remain weakFundamentals remain weakFundamentals remain weakFundamentals remain weakFundamentals remain weakFundamentals remain weakFundamentals remain weakFundamentals remain weakFundamentals remain weakFundamentals remain weak
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India is seeking to lure U.S. businesses,
including medical devices giant Abbott
Laboratories, to relocate from China as
President Donald Trump’s administration
steps up efforts to blame Beijing for its
role in the coronavirus pandemic. Japan
has earmarked $2.2 billion to help shift
factories from its neighbour, while
European Union members plan to cut
dependence on Chinese suppliers.

Secretary of State Michael Pompeo last
month said the U.S. was working with
India, Australia, Japan, New Zealand,
South Korea and Vietnam on how to
restructure these supply chains to
prevent something like this from ever
happening again.

For  the  government ,  a  su rge  in

investment would help shore up an
economy battered by an eight-week
nationwide lockdown to control the
Covid-19 outbreak, and help to make up
ground hitting a target to grow its
manufacturing sector to 25% of GDP by
2022 from 15%. The need to create
employment is now even more urgent
after the pandemic left 122 million people
jobless and forced India to shut down
all major cities.

The government in April reached out to
more than 1,000 companies in the U.S.
and through overseas missions to offer
incentives for manufacturers seeking to
move out of China. India is prioritizing
medical equipment suppliers, food
processing units, textiles, leather and
auto part makers among more than 550

products covered in the discussions.
They have also offered an assurance
that India will consider specific requests
on changes to labour laws, which have
proved a major stumbling block for
companies, and the government is
considering a request from e-commerce
companies to postpone a tax on digital
transactions introduced in this year’s
budget.

There are opportunities for India to try to
gain a place in global supply chains, but
this will require serious investments in
infrastructure and governance. Apart from
ensuring land, water and sewerage, the
most important change India needs to
make is to give a clear guarantee that
the government will not introduce
retrospective tax amendments.          

India looks to lure American companies out of ChinaIndia looks to lure American companies out of ChinaIndia looks to lure American companies out of ChinaIndia looks to lure American companies out of ChinaIndia looks to lure American companies out of ChinaIndia looks to lure American companies out of ChinaIndia looks to lure American companies out of ChinaIndia looks to lure American companies out of ChinaIndia looks to lure American companies out of ChinaIndia looks to lure American companies out of China

Working hours in
industrial units to go up
The Bihar government will allow working hours
in industrial institutions to be extended from eight
hours to 12 hours and give some more relaxations
in the provisions of the Factories Act 1948, for
higher productivity as well as to attract more
investment in the state post the lockdown to tackle
the slump in commercial activities, state’s labour
resources minister Vijay Kumar Sinha said.

We are also going to relax some more provisions
in the Factories Act so as to make it more flexible
in a bid to attract investment in the state in coming
months and generate employment. We have
taken the decision as per the guidelines issued
by the central government. Our objective is to
enhance productivity and also safeguard the
interest of workers, the minister said.

The Punjab government has already extended
working hours in factories from nine to 12 hours
even as Uttar Pradesh and Madhya Pradesh
have amended labour laws for giving a boost
to industrial activity and also encourage
investors to come with big ticket investment in
their respective states post lockdown.         

More than 100 factories producing a variety
of automobiles spread all over India were
ordered shut more than a month ago to arrest
the spread of novel coronavirus. This is the
first time ever in the automobile history that
there has been no sales/zero sales, because
of  the nat ionwide lockdown to  f ight
coronavirus. There were a small number of
vehicles exported though because some
resumption of activity at seaports was allowed
in the last week of April.

From producing an average of 2.19 million
units a month in 2019-20 these factories
making two-wheelers, cars, SUVs, trucks and
buses were brought to a complete halt in April.
Vehicle dispatches to dealerships from
factories (wholesales) came to a naught
which are to be powered only by a Bharat
Stage VI engine.

April 2020, will be a month which the entire
automobile industry would like to forget and
implore that such a time never comes again in
future. The entire country is under lockdown,
the complete automobile ecosystem has been
affected; right from the dealer to manufacturer
to component manufacturer everyone.

Not selling a single unit in the domestic market
has a multiplier effect. India stood as the
fourth biggest automotive market in the world
that contributed as much as 7.1% to the
country’s GDP and providing employment to
over 35 million people (including the auto
components industry), as per data provided
by the Ministry of Commerce and Industry.

Automobile have links to different sectors of
the economy from banking, insurance, oil,
paints, plastics, rubber industry and more. A
sudden halt will have a ripple effect that will
take months to restart. The sector claims to be
losing `.2,300 crore per day.

The lockdown ordered by the Centre saw more
than 25,000 dealerships draw down their
shutters overnight. The dealer community
employ around 4 million people at dealerships
and service centers, as per data shared by the
Federation of Automobile Dealers Association
(FADA). Restart of the entire value chain cycle
and its restoration will be gradual as the industry
is faced with the challenges of low consumer
sentiments, rebuilding of disrupted supply chains
that need factors of productions to be restored
that including return of workforce etc.            

Zero sales in April 2020 due to lockdownZero sales in April 2020 due to lockdownZero sales in April 2020 due to lockdownZero sales in April 2020 due to lockdownZero sales in April 2020 due to lockdownZero sales in April 2020 due to lockdownZero sales in April 2020 due to lockdownZero sales in April 2020 due to lockdownZero sales in April 2020 due to lockdownZero sales in April 2020 due to lockdown
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Company Name
20 MICRONS
AKZOINDIA
APCOTEX INDS.
APOLLO TYRES
AVT NATURAL
BALKRISHNA INDS.
BASF INDIA
BATA INDIA
CEAT LTD.
EASTERN TREADS
ELGI EQUIPEMENTS
GOODYEAR (I)
GOVIND RUBBER
GRP LTD.
GULF PETRO
HARRISON MALAYAL
HIMADRI CHEMICAL
INDAG RUBBER
JK TYRE INDS.
KESORAM INDS.
KHADIM INDIA
M.M. RUBBER
MAHALAXMI RUBTECH
MODI RUBBER
MRF LTD.
NOCIL LTD.
ORIENTAL CARBON
PHILIP CARBON
PIX TRANSMISSION
PTL LTD.
RELAXO FOOTWARE
RELIANCE INDS.
RISHIROOP RUBBER
RUBFILA INTERNAT.
SOMI CONVEYOR
TINNA INDUSTRY
TTK HEALTHCARE
TVS SRICHAKR
VAMSHI RUBBER LTD.

Stock Market 4 You

04.05.20 08.05.20 14.05.20
27.90 26.50 26.25
1992.60 1931.25 1865.15
102.00 99.00 98.40
88.85 90.05 92.55
30.20 30.10 37.05
880.45 893.45 965.25
1010.70 1002.65 1006.65
1313.05 1292.45 1363.85
772.30 729.65 734.35
19.45 20.00 20.00
128.50 128.10 130.10
683.30 665.05 666.15
1.27 NA 1.52
594.20 622.00 NA
46.65 46.25 42.00
58.40 59.15 58.65
47.60 46.00 47.60
54.75 51.05 50.40
49.05 53.90 50.00
25.35 24.20 24.90
91.95 88.35 88.70
23.10 NA 24.20
26.55 26.55 24.40
30.00 NA NA
58028.05 58757.30 58153.75
81.65 83.80 84.85
602.35 602.35 593.00
76.25 73.75 75.60
94.55 92.85 98.05
29.60 28.50 29.20
607.20 603.60 607.55
1435.40 1561.80 1435.45
26.00 25.10 27.55
25.75 26.30 27.05
NA NA 13.01
16.10 14.55 13.70
436.05 420.45 424.50
1002.20 1071.00 1075.90
13.92 14.72 16.10
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Equit y on Bombay Stock Exchange
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JK Tyre partially resumes operations
JK Tyre & Industries Ltd. announced that it has resumed partial
operations at three plants in Tamil Nadu, Rajasthan and Uttarakhand,
after a month long shutdown due to the nationwide lockdown announced
by the Indian government in a bid to contain the coronavirus outbreak.
Besides these three plants, JK Tyre has also resumed operations at its
global Research & Development hub, Raghupati Singhania Centre of
Excellence in Mysore, Karnataka.

As the tyre manufacturer claims, the operations have commenced at three
plants following the guidelines issued by the Ministry of Home Affairs. As
JK Tyre says, the remaining manufacturing plants of the company in India
and Mexico are in preparatory mode and will resume operations
subsequently. Only the essential staff will be allowed to the listed facilities
and the remaining employees across the corporate office, sales offices
and other plants will continue to work from home until further notice.

Commenting on this, Raghupati Singhania, Chairman & MD, JK Tyre
& Industries Ltd., said we have worked out a thorough and stringent
roadmap that is not only aligned with the protocols of the authorities
but goes a step further in ensuring access to a safe workplace. We
are optimistic that the economy and business ecosystem will gradually
proceed towards recovery in the coming months.                              
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Currency INR/1Unit INR/1Unit

Chinese (Yuan) 10.51 10.50
Europe (Euro) 82.20 80.94
Indonesian (Rupiah) 0.0049 0.0050
Japanese (Yen) 0.70 0.69
Malaysian (Ringgit) 17.42 17.22
Singapore (Dollar) 52.95 52.65
Sri Lanka (Rupee) 0.39 0.39
Taiwan (Dollar) 2.50 2.49
Thailand (Baht) 2.30 2.32
US (Dollar) 74.94 74.66
Vietnam (Dong) 0.0031 0.0031

On 2nd May On 14th May

CURRENCY EXCURRENCY EXCURRENCY EXCURRENCY EXCURRENCY EXCHANGE RACHANGE RACHANGE RACHANGE RACHANGE RATETETETETECURRENCY EXCURRENCY EXCURRENCY EXCURRENCY EXCURRENCY EXCHANGE RACHANGE RACHANGE RACHANGE RACHANGE RATETETETETE

Visit: www.rubber4u.com /Statistic/Notices/Currency Conversion
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April 2020 has been turbulent
month for the entire world. Covid-
19 pandemic has put the entire
world in a standstill with the
lockdowns, movement control,
social distancing protocols and
widespread closures implemented
by governments across the world,
which has impacted the natural rubber
industry in multiple ways.

In this context, Association of Natural
Rubber Producing Countries (ANRPC)
has made a preliminary assessment
of  the impact  of  the Covid-19
pandemic on the production, primary
processing, trading and consumption
of natural rubber in i ts member
countries. The outlook on world
production and consumption of natural
rubber has been revised down in the
light of the observations made from the

preliminary assessment of the impact
of the pandemic.

The outlook on world production of
natural rubber in 2020 is revised
down to 13.433 million tonnes,
down by 2.3% from the previous
year. The revised figure is 679,000
tonnes lower compared to the
outlook presented a month ago
which was 14.112 million tonnes

at 2.2% growth.
 
While outlook on world consumption of
natural rubber is revised down to 13.016
million tonnes, down by 5.1% from the
previous year.  The revised figure is
516,000 tonnes lower compared to the
outlook anticipated a month ago which
was 13.532 million tonnes at -1.5%
growth. The pandemic has generated
additional demand for natural rubber in
the manufacturing of glove and other
rubber based healthcare products,
especially in Malaysia and Thailand, and

ANRPCANRPCANRPCANRPCANRPC
rrrrreeeeevisesvisesvisesvisesvises
outlookoutlookoutlookoutlookoutlook

ANRPCANRPCANRPCANRPCANRPC
rrrrreeeeevisesvisesvisesvisesvises
outlookoutlookoutlookoutlookoutlook
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this is helping the consumption sector
in partly offsetting the fall in the
demand for natural rubber from auto-
tyre manufacturing sector.

ANRPC secretary general,  R B
Premadasa said Covid-19 pandemic is

impacting all spheres of human life
and natural rubber production sector
i s  no  excep t ion .  The  wor ld
production of R B Premadasa fell
3.6%, year-over-year, during the first
quarter  (January-March) of  the
current year. In view of a more severe

impact observed during April, the
first half of the year (January-June)
i s  an t i c ipa ted  to  w i tness  an
annualised 6.4% fall as per the most
updated estimates and forecasts
ava i lab le  f rom the  p roduc ing
countries.                                   

Malaysia is at the centre of global efforts
to meet heightened demand for medical
gloves, as manufacturers target
productivity gains in response to the
Covid-19 outbreak. Most business
activities in Malaysia have been severely
curtailed since the government
introduced a movement control order
(MCO) on 18th March.

The removal of operating limitations on
manufacturers, especially glove makers
in Malaysia, will be welcome news for
governments across the world. As
Malaysia meets 65% of global demand
for rubber medical gloves, gave some sort
of relief to countries that are still
struggling to procure personal protection
equipment for their frontliners who are
fighting Covid-19.

Manufacturers of medical supplies and
other products deemed critical to the
nation’s interest were init ial ly
authorised to operate at 50% capacity

under the MCO, although medical glove
producers were later allowed to apply
for special dispensation from the
Ministry of International Trade and
Industry to operate beyond this. Since
29th April all such manufacturers have
been permitted to operate at full
capacity, provided they abide by
physical distancing rules and health
control guidelines.

The prospects for the industry in
Malaysia are underpinned by the
country’s 1.7 million hectares of rubber
plantations, which produce almost 20%
of the world’s natural rubber supply.
Almost 187 billion gloves were produced
in 2019 by around 200 factories
belonging to Malaysian Rubber Glove
Manufacturers Association’s members.
Investments in automation and
digitalisation should help Malaysian
medical glove manufacturers cement
their position at the forefront of the
global industry.

Depending on the trajectory of the
global pandemic, Malaysian Rubber
Glove Manufacturers Association
anticipates international demand could
reach 345 bil l ion units this year
compared with 298 billion in 2019. Of
this total, Malaysia aims to export
around 225 billion units.                

Malaysia meeting global demandMalaysia meeting global demandMalaysia meeting global demandMalaysia meeting global demandMalaysia meeting global demandMalaysia meeting global demandMalaysia meeting global demandMalaysia meeting global demandMalaysia meeting global demandMalaysia meeting global demand

Michelin invests in Pyrowave
Michelin’s commitment to sustainable technologies
took another step forward with the tyre maker’s
recent investment in Canadian plastics recycling
company Pyrowave. Details about the investment
were not disclosed, but Pyrowave said the move
was the first step toward bringing the modular
technology to market and scale-up.

Montea l  based Pyrowave sa id  i t  has
developed a microwave-based chemical
recycl ing technology that  can recover
recycled styrene monomer from plastic waste.
The styrene monomer can be integrated in
the production of synthetic rubber.             
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Covid-19 pandemic has driven rubber
prices in Mon State (is an administrative
division of Myanmar) to their lowest point
and plantation owners and collectors say
the government must find a solution.
With no end in sight for when the
pandemic may lessen its impacts,
rubber plantation owners and workers
are increasingly worried about the future
of their livelihoods.

Earlier this year, a pound of Grade-3
rubber slices was priced at 650 to 700
Kyat and a pound of Grade-5 rubber
slices was priced at 500 to 550 Kyat.
Since the Covid 19 pandemic, the
rubber industry has seen a steady
decline in prices.

The rubber price has hit rock bottom.
One pound of rubber slices is now priced
at only 300 Kyat. We can do nothing.

New ISO standard for
safety of injection
moulding machines
Last month, ISO 20430 for injection
moulding machines, the first international
safety standard for plastics and rubber
machinery, was published, providing
machine manufacturers with a globally
uniform standard.

Held in Germany, the convenorship and
secretariat were taken over by the staff
of VDMA Plastics and Rubber
Machinery. The existing European
standard EN 201 served as a basis. About
40 experts from machine manufacturers,
associations and health and safety
organisations from 13 countries
participated in the project, with ISO
comprising of 121 member countries.

The EN ISO version of the standard,
which creates the link to the European
Machinery Directive with the additional
annex ZA, will be published within the
next few months.                          

Other commodity prices don’t decline. I
have no idea how to deal with the
situation. If the price continues going
down, it looks like we have to give rubber
slices away for free. When buying
commodities, we have to pay high
prices. But our product is valueless. The
gap is too much. If the government does
nothing and doesn’t find a solution,
rubber plantation owners and workers
will have a huge hardship, said Nai Ba

Lai, a rubber plantation owner from
Mudon Township.

Mon State has 500,000 acres dedicated
for rubber plantations and 300,000 acres
are currently productive. The government
has been planning to construct high
quality rubber factories in some
townships of Mon State to promote the
industry but these plans have not yet
come to fruition.                             

GoGoGoGoGovvvvvererererernment mnment mnment mnment mnment must saust saust saust saust savvvvve Mon Stae Mon Stae Mon Stae Mon Stae Mon State rte rte rte rte rubububububber industrber industrber industrber industrber industryyyyyGoGoGoGoGovvvvvererererernment mnment mnment mnment mnment must saust saust saust saust savvvvve Mon Stae Mon Stae Mon Stae Mon Stae Mon State rte rte rte rte rubububububber industrber industrber industrber industrber industryyyyy
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Malaysia’s natural rubber production in
March 2020 declined 23.3% to 35,961
tonnes from 46,881 tonnes in February
2020. The Department of Statistics
Malaysia (DOSM) said the
implementation of the Movement Control
Order (MCO), as well as the prevailing
wintering period, affected the natural
rubber production.

Domestic consumption of natural
rubber was 42,244 tonnes, an increase
of 1.8% from the previous month. The
rubber gloves industry dominates the

use of natural  rubber with a
consumption of 34,086 tonnes of the
total domestic consumption.

Malaysia’s natural rubber exports
amounted to 45,198 tonnes, down
12.8% compared with 51,852 tonnes in
February 2020. China was the primary
destination for exported natural rubber
with a share of 41.8% of the total
exports in March 2020, followed by
Germany (9.3%), Iran (5.8%), United
States (5.7%), and Brazil (3.3%). The
highest exports were for glove items

with a value of RM1.78 billion, an
increase of 11.9% compared to
February 2020. There was an increase
in demand for condoms (21.7%) and
tubes (19.3%) valued at RM28.6 million
and RM0.8 million, respectively, in the
same period. It attributed the increase
to the implementation of lockdown
caused by Covid-19.

Stocks of natural rubber continuously
increased 1.4% from 296,328 tonnes in
February 2020 to 300,448 tonnes in
March 2020.                                 
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The Indonesian Public Works and
Housing Ministry (PUPR) has allocated
Rp 125 billion (US$8.2 million) to
purchase 10,000 tonnes of rubber and
resin directly from farmers’ plantations
as the Covid-19 pandemic drives down
demand for the commodities and prices
fall. The prices for various commodities,
including natural rubber, have plunged
over the last several months as a result
of weak global demand.

The ministry has set aside Rp 100 billion
to purchase the rubber, which will be used
for asphalt mix for national road construction
projects. Each regional division of the
ministry’s National Road Agency will
purchase the rubber directly from farmers
who are associated with the Rubber
Products Processing and Marketing Unit
(UPPB), said PUPR Minister Basuki
Hadimuljono, in a press statement.

In addition to rubber, the ministry has

also allocated Rp 25 billion to purchase
800 tonnes of natural resin from state-
owned forestry company PT Perhutani,
the resin will be used in road-marking
paint mixtures. The direct purchases are
also a part of the ministry’s effort to boost
its cash labour intensive program (PKT)
to help strengthen people’s purchasing
power in rural areas.

The Indonesian Rubber Producers
Association (Gapkindo) rubber price fell
by 26.7% annually in April to an average
of $1.11 per kilogram, according to
ASEAN Rubber Business Council
(ARBC) data.                                

Singapore butadiene
exports rise
Singapore based butadiene (BD) producers have
been forced to raise exports after the shutdown of
Arlanxeo’s Jurong Island facilities. Second-half
May loading supplies of the synthetic rubber
feedstock originating from Singapore
petrochemical producer PCS and Shell Chemicals
have been offered to potential buyers in China,
Taiwan and South Korea.

Arlanxeo has shut its 100,000 t/yr butyl rubber
and 140,000 t/yr polybutadiene (PBR) units
on Jurong Island over the past few weeks,
according to market part ic ipants.  The
shutdowns were caused by weak demand and
manpower constraints resul t ing f rom
Singapore’s ‘circuit-breaker’ restrictions to
combat the Covid-19 outbreak.

It is unclear when Arlanxeo, a wholly owned
subsidiary of Saudi Arabia’s state-controlled Saudi
Aramco, will resume production from its Singapore
units. The company declined to comment.      

The global rubber products market is
expected to decline from $370.1 billion in
2019 to $358.5 billion in 2020 at a compound
annual growth rate (CAGR) of -3.2%. The
decline is mainly due to economic slowdown
across countries owing to the COVID-19
outbreak and the measures to contain it.  

Ministry allocates fund to purchase rubberMinistry allocates fund to purchase rubber
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Asia’s demand for styrene butadiene
rubber (SBR) may pick up in late May
or early June as the movement restriction
measures put in place to contain the
Covid-19 are being eased in phases
across different countries in the region.

Vietnam has reopened for business, one
of the first in the region to resume
business, following the slowdown in the
virus spread due to its early
implementations of movement restriction

measures, including mass quarantine
and lockdowns.

Although India extended its lockdown
period to 17th May, the government has
granted permission for companies to
resume business in a phased manner
in certain select areas which are
designated as ‘green zones’. Interstate
transportation may still be an obstacle
for automotive companies, market
players are cautiously optimistic as

enquiries for imports have emerged.

Demand is still slow due to the high
inventories, but crude has gone up and
expecting enquiries for SBR to pick up.
China had earlier lifted lockdowns and
eased restriction measures, prompting
spot interest to pick up for SBR imports
recently. We are seeing more enquires
for late May or early June shipments
from tyre makers in India, a rubber
supplier said.                                 

Bridgestone acquires
German specialist tyre
trade group
Bridgestone, the world’s largest tyre and
rubber company, has announced the
acquisition of German specialist tyre
trade group, REIFF Reifen und
Autotechnik GmbH. Under the brand
labels Reiff, Netto and ABS. REIFF
Reifen und Autotechnik GmbH runs a
leading network of 42 retail stores in the
south of Germany, as well as a tyre
retreading plant, all of which are part of
the acquisition deal.

Bridgestone focuses on the retail
experience with many acquisitions and
joint ventures across France, Germany,
Spain and UK over the past few years.
Its retail network and partnerships now
include leading European names, such
as First Stop, Ayme, pitstop.de, PPG
Pneuhage Partners Group and Speedy.

The acquisition signing took place on 1st
May 2020, with the closing expected on
1st June 2020, subject to the pending
approval of the relevant authorities.  

To counter the tyre waste plaguing
Mexico, local company a3p has
developed a rubber based waterproofing
membrane, the highly flexible and long-
lasting Imperllanta – from old tyres.
While some types of waterproofing must
be reapplied annually, the
environmentally-friendly Imperllanta can
last 7-10 years before re-coating and
also provides an average savings of 66%
over other rubber surface waterproofing
products. The a3p product has already
been used successfully in projects
such as the International Airport in
Toluca, Mexico.

According to an a3p spokesman, some
600,000 tyres are recycled annually for
this purpose at their factory in Mexico
City. Only about 12% of used tyres out
of 40 million are recycled in Mexico. Most
will end up in landfills, on rooftops, in home
gardens, or in streets, seas, rivers, and
forests. Tyres are non-biodegradable and
sturdy enough to withstand the test of
time, and so will dominate a significant
amount of landfill space.                  

Japan tyre market is projected to
cross $35 billion by 2025, on the
back of increasing production of
vehicles and expanding automo-

bile fleet size in the country.

Waste tyres used to produce long-lasting
waterproofing membrane

Waste tyres used to produce long-lasting
waterproofing membrane
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The rubber supplier Halcyon Agri
Corporation posted a core operating loss
of US$2.6 million for the first quarter
ended 31st March 2020, reversing from
a core operating profit of US$5.6 million
a year ago. Revenue rose 3.3% to
US$412.8 million from US$399.7 million,
driven by a combination of higher sales
volumes and moderately higher average
selling prices.

This comes as gross profit fell 8.5% to
US$29 million from US$31.7 million last
year, reflecting a reduction in unit gross
margin from US$114 per tonne to

US$103 per tonne. The lower earnings
is largely due to the group having
positioned for reduced natural rubber
production during the Q1 wintering
season in Thailand, Malaysia and
Indochina, and having been sideswiped
by the coronavirus induced collapse in
rubber prices from US$1,450 in the
beginning of the year, to US$1,038 as
at end March, Halcyon Agri said.

The Covid-19 crisis and the unprecedented
global disruption to industrial and
manufacturing activity has had a
profound impact on the natural rubber
business. We view this pandemic as an
acute crisis of unprecedented scale, but
also believe that the fundamental
demand and supply dynamics of natural
rubber remain intact, the company said
in its business update.                     
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Ministry to procure rubber
for rubberised asphalt
The Indonesian Public Works and Public
Housing Minister confirmed its readiness to
purchase 12,500 tonnes of natural rubber from
farmers in nine main producing provinces that
would be incorporated in the production of
asphalt rubber. The nine provinces are North
Sumatra, West Sumatra, Jambi, South Sumatra,
Lampung, West Kalimantan, South Kalimantan,
Central Kalimantan, and East Kalimantan. The
ministry will also purchase 834 tonnes of resin
produced by state-owned plantation Perhutani
for road marker coloring in 17 provinces.

We will buy 12,500 tonnes of rubber that is added
to the mixture to produce asphalt rubber from
farmers in nine rubber producing provinces. The
purchase of farmers’ natural rubber and
Perhutani’s resin is part of the ministry’s budget
that refocuses on mitigating the impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic, Public Works and Public
Housing Minister Basuki Hadimuljono stated
during a virtual working meeting with the
Commission V of the House of Representatives.

The mechanism to purchase the farmers’ rubber
would be conducted by the ministry’s National
Road Construction Agency in some regions,
including Medan, Palembang, Padang,
Lampung, Banjarmasin, Pontianak, Balikpapan,
and other rubber-producing areas.            
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Rubber 2019 2018

Production

Natural Rubber (NR)
Ribbed Smoked Sheet 381185 329740
Solid Block Rubber 85735 85580
Latex Concentrates (drc) 55860 56845
Others 18220 17835
Total 541000 490000

Synthetic Rubber (SR)
Styrene Butadiene 185568 186126
Poly Butadiene(BR) 96074 91505
Others 10311 3682
Total 291953 281313
Total NR & SR 832953 771313

Consumption*
Natural Rubber (NR)
Ribbed Smoked Sheet 372440 385400
Solid Block Rubber 404870 448420
Latex Concentrates (drc) 56860 67530
Others 19450 20590
Total 853620 921940

Synthetic Rubber (SR)
Styrene Butadiene (SBR) 273155 268425
Poly Butadiene(BR) 140010 150735
Others 81705 103515
Total 494870 522675

Total NR & SR 1348490 1444615
*: indigenous and imported

Reclaimed Rubber (RR)
Production @ 104875 108060
Consumption 104675 106920
Stock with Manufacturers 13505 13005
(End of December)
@: indigenous purchase by manufacturers

Import / Export
Import (p)
Natural Rubber 369768 464796
Synthetic Rubber 244380 256403
Total NR & SR 614148 721199

Export (p)
Natural Rubber 8506 3720
p:provisional

(Metric Tonnes)

(Source: Rubber Board)

RUBBER POSITIONRUBBER POSITION
During April - December

I  N  D  I  a  N

(In Lakh `.)

Export & Import of Rubber & Articles
thereof Under Chapter 40

(Source: Dept of Commerce)

HS Code Commodity Export Import
4001 NATURAL RUBBER BALATA GUTTAPERCHA

ETC & SMLR NATURAL GUMS IN
PRMRY FORMS/IN PLTS SHTS/STRP 12,547.71 431,321.26

 4002 SYNTHETIC RUBBER & FACTICE DERIVED FORM
OILS, IN PRIMARY FORMS OR IN PLATES,
SHEETS OR STRIP; MIXTURES OF ANY PRO  63,630.23 507,748.13

 4003 RECLAIMED RUBBER IN PRIMARY FORMS
OR IN PLATES, SHEETS OR STRIP  48,693.68 699.26

 4004 WASTE, PARINGS AND SCRAP OF RUBBER
(OTHER THAN HARD RUBBER) & POWDERS &
GRANULES OBTAINED THEREFROM 1,269.77 23,520.59

4005 COMPDED RUBBER UNVULCNSD IN
PRMRY FORMS/IN PLATES SHEETS/STRIP 14,305.96 105,527.78

4006 OTHER FORMS (FOR EXAMPLE, RODS, TUBES
& PROFILE SHAPES) & ARTICLES (FOR
EXAMPLE, DISCS & RINGS), OF
UNVULCANISED RUBBER 2,293.88 1,286.43

4007 VULCANISED RUBBER THREAD & CORD  3,776.08 4,879.51
4008 PLATS,SHTS,STRP,RODS & PROFILE SHAPES

OF VULCNSD RUBBER OTHR THN HARD RUBBER 61,023.15 19,549.42
4009 TUBES, PIPES AND HOSES, OF VULCANISED

RUBBER OTHER THAN HARD RUBBER, WITH
OR WITHOUT THEIR FITTINGS (FOR EXAMPLE,  92,864.45 85,759.63

4010 CNVYR TRNSMSSN BLTS/BLTNG
OF VULCNSD RUBBER  82,609.36 56,177.30

4011 NEW PNEUMATIC TYRES, OF RUBBER  1,074,465.94 226,902.01
4012 RETREADED OR USED PNEUMATIC TYRES OF

RUBBER, SOLID OR CUSHION TYRES,
TYRE TREADS & TYRE FLAPS, OF RUBBER  31,220.12 7,520.66

4013 INNER TUBES, OF RUBBER  48,843.39 3,006.56
4014 HYGNC/PHRMCTL ARTCLS (INCL TEATS) OF

VALCNSD RUBBER OTHER THAN HARD RUBBER
WTH/WITHOUT FITTINGS OF HARD RUBBER 40,438.14 12,089.91

4015 ARTCL OF APARL AND CLOTHING
ACCESSORIES (INCL. GLOVES, MITTENS
& MITTS) FOR ALL PURPOSE OF
VULCANISED RUBBER NOT HARD  29,597.37 70,325.09

4016 OTHER ARTICLES OF VULCANISED
RUBBER OTHER THAN HARD RUBBER 267,457.41 328,497.27

4017 HARD RUBBER (FOR EXAMPLE, EBONITE)
IN ALL FORMS, INCLUDING WASTE & SCRAP;
ARTICLES OF HARD RUBBER  1,537.75 2,061.97

Total 1876,574.41 1886,872.79

During April 2019 to January 2020
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Rubber4U, published by Caprint, exercise due care and caution in collecting the news / data before publication. In spite of this if any omission, inaccuracy or error occur
with regard to the news / data contained in this bulletin, Rubber4U / Caprint will not be held responsible or liabale.

(Prices in yen / kilogram)

Day Session (08:45 - 15:15)  As of 14th May 2020 16:03 JST

Trade Date: 14th May 2020

SCHEDULE

Exhibition

Conference

Month Last Setl. Price Open High Low Close Change Volume Settlement
May 2020 140.0 139.9 139.9 138.6 139.4 -0.6 38 139.4
June 2020 143.2 142.1 142.3 141.5 142.0 -1.2 14 142.0
July 2020 146.7 146.5 146.6 145.6 145.6 -1.1 28 145.6
August 2020 148.3 148.0 148.4 147.8 147.8 -0.5 27 147.8
September 2020 150.4 150.0 150.3 149.1 149.1 -1.3 295 149.1
October 2020 152.1 151.6 151.9 151.0 151.1 -1.0 722 151.1

Rubber & Tyre Vietnam
17 - 19 June 2020
At Ho Chi Minh City,
Vietnam.

GRTE 2020
8 - 10 July 2020
BITEC, Bangkok, Thailand.

China International Tire
& Wheel Fair
23 - 25 July 2020
At Qingdao International Convention
Center, PR China.

ChinaPlas 2020
3 - 6 August 2020
At NECC, Hongqiao,
Shanghai, PR China.

Tyrexpo Africa
4 - 6 August 2020
At Sandton Convention Centre,
Johannesburg, South Africa.

16th Global Rubber Conference
5 - 7 August 2020
At Grand Mercure Fortune,
Bangkok, Thailand.

China International Tire Expo
17 - 19 August 2020
At Shanghai, China.

Asia Pacific Tyre & Retread
Exhibition
20 - 22 August 2020
At Putra WTC, Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia.

IIBT 2020
26 - 28 August 2020
At JIExpo Kemayoran,
Jakarta, Indonesia.
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